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Introduction
The ability to detect a breadth of variants and prioritize the most 

interesting is desirable for genetic disease research workflows. In 

contrast to methods like karyotyping, chromosomal microarray (CMA), 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), or DNA sequencing, optical 

genome mapping (OGM) is sufficiently versatile to resolve classes of 

structural variants from large-scale fusions to intragenic 

deletions/insertions. OGM also identifies copy number

variants (CNV), absence of heterozygosity (AOH), aneuploidy, and 

triploidy in an easy-to-master technical and analytical workflow.

Variant calls are managed within the Bionano Access™ software, 

where filters are applied to enable the prioritization of variants likeliest 

to have biologic consequence. Here we demonstrate a comprehensive 

and lab-ready workflow for constitutional disorders—spanning whole 

genome OGM data analysis, alignment and annotation using GRCh38, 

variant evaluation, and classification.
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Conclusions
OGM data is well suited to identify various structural variants relevant to constitutional

genetic disease research. The analytical approach annotates thousands of genome-wide

variants accurately, and the filtering workflow discussed here directs focus to the most

promising variants. The subsequent classification and reporting tools enable fast and easy

curation, annotation, and dissemination of findings.

Methods and Results
For constitutional genomic analysis, OGM data is collected and analyzed with the

Bionano Access software and the de novo assembly variation calling method. Maps are

assembled based on direct fluorescent labeling of a 6bp sequence motif resulting in

specific patterns across the genome (similar to chromosomal banding analysis at very

high resolution), maps representing different alleles are aligned to a sequence reference

based on GRCh37 or GRCh38 after in silico marking of the labeled sequence motif to

identify variants. Variants are further queried for overlap against a database of assay

matched, phenotypically healthy controls.

Figure 1. OGM pre-analytical and analytical workflow. High molecular-weight 

DNA is isolated, labeled and counterstained, then imaged sequentially in 

nanochannels on the Saphyr instrument. Analytical steps assemble molecules 

into consensus maps and construct an orthogonal copy number profile, which are 

aligned to GRCh37 or GRCh38 and annotated.

Figure 2 Large-scale abnormalities shown in Whole Genome view. Three horizontal 

tracks display copy number, AOH/LOH, and variant allele fraction (VAF) across the 

genome. This example contains whole-genome triploidy, a large AOH segment, and 
aneuploidy of X/Y where indicated.

To generate a list of potentially relevant variants, we apply a workflow to filter based on

insertion/deletion size (≥1.5 kbp), rare in an internal controls database (≤1% presence),

and having overlap with a gene. The resulting prioritized variant list presents an average

of ~20-30 variants for further analysis and classification in most cases. We add these to a

curation list, and evaluate each in a variant classifier visualization tool (Figure 3). Each

variant is captured as aligned to GRCh38, showing properties such as size and putative

impact to genes. Multiple analysts may classify variants independently.

Finally, a supervisor can reconcile analyst records to adjudicate classifications, record

any large-scale genomic irregularities, and download a complete research report.

Figure 3. Variant Classifier with review of ~5Mbp deletion. Analyst(s) and a supervisor may 

visualize the variant using map alignment and/or CN data and assign a classification.

Figure 4. Curated Variant List with annotations and classifications for each 

variant under inquiry. The supervisor may finish and download the completed 
records.


